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By Marshall Jevons

Princeton University Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Mystery of the Invisible
Hand: A Henry Spearman Mystery, Marshall Jevons, Henry Spearman, the balding economics
professor with a knack for solving crimes, returns in The Mystery of the Invisible Hand--a clever
whodunit of campus intrigue, stolen art, and murder. Having just won the Nobel Prize, Spearman
accepts an invitation to lecture at Monte Vista University. He arrives in the wake of a puzzling art
heist with plans to teach a course on art and economics--only to be faced with the alleged suicide of
womanizing artist-in-residence Tristan Wheeler. When it becomes clear that Wheeler had serious
enemies and a murderer is in their midst, Henry Spearman is on the case. Was Wheeler killed by a
jilted lover, a cuckolded husband, or a beleaguered assistant? Could there have been a connection
between Wheeler's marketability and his death? From the Monte Vista campus in San Antonio to the
halls of Sotheby's in New York, Spearman traces the connections between economics and the art
world, finding his clues in monopolies and the Coase conjecture, auction theory, and the work of
Adam Smith. What are the parallels between a firm's capital and an art...
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It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Wa lsh-- Destiny Wa lsh

The publication is great and fantastic. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to planning to go through yet again yet again down the
road. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson
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